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National parks and related forms of protected areas have been the most im-
portant tool of nature conservation since the late nineteenth century. Ever since 
the United States invented the label of a ‘national park’ to preserve the natural 
wonders of Yellowstone in 1872, the idea of confi ning ‘nature’ to a ‘park’ and 
assigning it the status of a national heritage has been transferred to a wide and 
diverse range of political, social and ecological settings. At the moment of this 
writing, national governments have offi  cially assigned some degree of protec-
tion to around 130,000 areas, i.e. almost 13 per cent of the global land mass in 
2010.1 Th e increase of protected areas in both number and geographical extent 
has been nothing but staggering over the last few decades, and there is no end 
foreseeable to this boom.

Judged merely by their impressive extension in size and number, parks and 
protected areas appear to have been a phenomenal success. However, the past 
performance of protected areas casts doubt on such an optimistic outlook. Bill 
Adams, one of the foremost experts in conservation history, states that the 
‘20th century saw conservation’s creation but nature’s decline’.2 Although the 
International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources 
(IUCN) hails protected areas as ‘the world’s most cost eff ective tool for bio-
diversity conservation’,3 they have apparently been unable to bring a halt to 
the rampant loss of biodiversity. According to the same organization, the 
current species extinction rate is estimated ‘between 1,000 and 10,000 times 
higher than it would naturally be’.4 Conservation biologists routinely blame 
the apparent failure of protected areas to safeguard global biodiversity on their 
fragmented geography and lack of coherence. Today’s protected areas would 
neither encompass all biodiversity ‘hotspots’ nor even the most representative 
biomes of each continent. Parks and protected areas are more akin to thou-
sands of isolated islands of conservation in a global sea of continuing transfor-
mation and degradation of land, nature and ecosystems. As it seems, the eff orts 
to harness ever-changing dynamic ecological systems within rigid boundaries 
have turned out to be as futile as nailing the infamous jelly to the wall.5
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Th is volume is premised upon the assumption that the blatant discord 
between the enthusiastic appraisal of protected areas as the most successful 
instrument of nature conservation on the one hand, and their questionable 
ecological performance on the other, is a result of the history and political 
ecology of the worldwide proliferation of protected areas. Th e contributions 
assembled here take the national park, in many respects the most important 
conservation trade mark in history, as a vantage point to navigate through 
the bewildering variety of past and present conservation categories and con-
cepts. Th ey study the transfer, implementation and adaptation of the national 
park, both as idea and as label, in a variety of political, social and ecological 
settings. Altogether, they show that the much-deplored lack of ecological in-
terconnectivity in today’s global landscape of conservation is a consequence 
of the peculiar political, cultural and social conditions and connections that 
moulded the national park idea since the late nineteenth century. Th e patchy 
global geography of conservation is a consequence of the very malleability and 
adaptability that characterized and actually enabled the global spread of the 
national park idea.

National parks are, of course, a well-established theme in environmental 
history. Th is volume adopts a fresh perspective in that it confronts parks with 
the perspectives and sensibilities of recent debates in transnational and global 
history. Environmental historians’ understanding of park making, we believe, 
could greatly benefi t from the conceptual repertoire off ered by global history. 
Vice versa, environmental history off ers a promising fi eld of study for histo-
rians interested in the emergence of global connectivities. National parks are 
more adequately understood as ‘transnational parks’: globalized localities that 
owe their establishment to transnational processes of learning, pressure, sup-
port and exchange. Interpreting national parks in global historical perspective, 
while undeniably part of the ‘urgent intellectual project’ of a ‘closer integration 
of world history and environmental history’,6 should by no means be equated 
with an encyclopaedic world history of national parks or protected areas.7 Th e 
contributions assembled here are exemplary rather than comprehensive. Ma-
jor areas and biomes of the globe are not or only cursorily covered. By adopt-
ing a global perspective on exemplary cases and localities this volume seeks to 
identify as concretely as possible the mechanics, actors and institutions that 
fostered the transfer of an environmental idea that, by its very name and na-
ture, was characterized by territorial and conceptual closure. 

In order to understand the emergence of a global regime of compartmental-
ized conservation territories, and as a conceptual framework for the chapters 
that follow, we will outline the expediency of national parks to civilize, terri-
torialize and categorize nature. Arguably, these were the main principles and 
forces that facilitated their worldwide proliferation. National parks emerged 
in an era in which the properties of territory were instrumental for national, 
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imperial and international policies, and in which distinct demarcations and 
boundaries became the hallmark of the modern nation-state. Th e discourse 
of civilization rested upon the assumption of a temporal and spatial divide 
between Western development and allegedly more primitive states, and it took 
social relationships with nature as a yardstick of progress: parks to shield na-
ture from the encroachments of industrialization, agricultural modernization 
and capitalist land grabbing became a benchmark of a society’s civility, and 
they were impressed upon the world with missionary zeal as expression of a 
peculiarly modern valuation of nature. Understanding parks as both agents 
and instruments of civilizing nature draws attention to their ambivalent role 
in conservation as a civilizing mission and alternative project of modernity. 
It also highlights the role of parks to exert an educative, ‘civilizing’ function 
through the recourse to nature they provided for modern societies. Both of 
these functions were predicated upon the fundamental separation of nature, 
usually understood as wilderness, from society and culture that in turn en-
dorsed the specifi c territoriality of parks and facilitated their implementation 
in national and imperial regimes of statehood. Finally, the national park pro-
vided an appealing conceptual blueprint to categorize nature and mobilize 
conservation eff orts, which facilitated its transfer and implementation into 
diverse polities and ecologies.

Explaining the Globalization of the National Park

Th e protection of nature in national parks and related protected areas has de-
veloped into a signifi cant form of land use worldwide. Th e polar regions, the 
seas and virtually every state around the globe feature protected areas in one 
form or another. Renowned ‘environmental states’ like Tanzania or Costa Rica 
have even set aside around a third of their territory for nature conservation 
and fi gure as globally infl uential laboratories of wildlife and tropical conser-
vation.8 Th ese developments have not escaped the attention of the scholarly 
community and innumerable case studies analyze the confl icting establish-
ment of parks throughout the continents, adopting the perspectives of park 
management, indigenous residents, conservation biology, geography, political 
(and apolitical) ecology as well as environmental history.9 While an authorita-
tive global history of protected areas is still missing,10 conservationists as well 
as scholars from various disciplinary backgrounds have explained the global-
ization of national parks with varying refi nement and complexity. At the risk 
of gross simplifi cation, four types of explanations can be distinguished.

First, explanations operating within a declensionist paradigm postulate a 
direct and inevitable causal link between the spread of nature reserves and 
environmental degradation caused by industrialization, the rationalization of 
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forests, population growth, plantation monocultures and the application of 
technology and chemistry to agricultural production. Such explanations have 
been widespread among nature lovers and conservationists, whose rhetoric 
has been rife with scathing indictments of the rampant destruction of nature 
on the one hand, and demands for the last-minute preservation of the remain-
ing patches of ‘virgin nature’ and ‘last wildernesses’ on the other. In that logic, 
national parks fl ourished in direct response to the destruction and spoliation 
of nature on a historically unprecedented scale over the twentieth century.11

A second type of explanation looks for answers on the level of world pol-
ity and could be characterized as institutionalist. Sociologist John W. Meyer 
and his research group, for example, have argued that the global diff usion of 
national parks can be explained neither by degradation, nor the concomitant 
rise of environmentalism, nor by an approach that analyzes the establishment 
of parks merely within the framework of compartmentalized nation-states. 
Rather, the mechanics of world polity have been responsible for the world-
wide proliferation of national parks. Institutions and regimes of ‘world society’ 
– international governmental and nongovernmental organizations, treaties or 
associations of scientifi c experts – create and promote standardized blueprints 
of institutions and practices that become implemented into national policies 
through scientifi c advocacy, the activities of interested pressure groups and 
intergovernmental exchange. In this logic, the spread of parks has been tied 
to various emanations of late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century inter-
nationalism. Parks owe their existence to the actors and institutions that pro-
duced and framed ‘global environmentalism’ and advocated national parks as 
a science-based instrument of environmental policy.12

A third strand of interpretations could be termed progressive, respectively 
modernist and has understood the spread of national parks as the worldwide 
diff usion of environmental sensibilities and practices that fi rst emerged in the 
United States.13 According to environmental historian Roderick Nash, the 
United States was the fi rst society to combine a democratic culture, unique ex-
perience with wilderness, the availability of allegedly empty, undeveloped land 
and the material affl  uence to aff ord the nonutilization of territory. Th is resulted 
in the setting aside of public land in the fi rst national park in Yellowstone in 
1872. Other advanced, industrialized and urbanized societies also developed 
a heightened valuation and love for unspoilt nature as an increasingly scarce 
commodity so that the marginal value of nature increased. A cosmopolitan 
‘social and economic class of nature lovers’ in advanced countries, so the argu-
ment runs, either pressed for the establishment of national parks in their own 
countries, or tried to ‘import’ unspoilt nature from undeveloped areas where 
it was still abundant. Th erefore, not always the most industrialized or urban-
ized societies were the fi rst to establish national parks, for their demand could 
also be satisfi ed, for example, by wilderness tourism abroad. For Nash, parks 
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essentially functioned as the ‘institutional “containers”’ provided by developed 
nations to underdeveloped ones for the purpose of “packaging” a fragile re-
source’.14 National parks were the epitome of a preservationist modernization, 
in which unused, wild nature came to be commodifi ed by states and societies 
of the global South to satisfy the developed world’s desire for wilderness.

Finally, scholars have drawn attention to the astonishing compatibility of 
conservation and neoliberal capitalism in order to explain why the number 
of protected areas doubled since 1980. Such an interpretation may appear 
counterintuitive, for the vast majority of conservation advocates since the late 
nineteenth century has regarded capitalist-driven economic development as 
the foremost opponent of nature preservation as an idealist, moral campaign. 
However, as Dan Brockington, Rosaleen Duff y and Jim Igoe show, several pro-
cesses and developments combined to make this opposition collapse since the 
1980s. Among these was a general proclivity of international funding agencies, 
but also of transnational conservation NGOs, for market-based solutions in 
conservation, for example by privatizing the management of protected areas 
or implementing them in carbon off set schemes. Sustainable development as 
the overarching paradigm to integrate economic development and conserva-
tion replaced ‘no touch’ and ‘fences and fi nes’ approaches to park management 
and promoted a less rigid and more managerial approach to conservation 
that encouraged the establishment of protected areas and their utilization for 
ecotourism. Additionally, the new paradigm of biodiversity conservation re-
framed wild nature as a massive treasure of hitherto unknown and unused ge-
netic resources that attracted new stakeholders, such as transnational business 
corporations, to the fi eld. As a consequence, wild nature and its conservation 
became more valuable and expedient for capitalist enterprise, which provided 
an enormous boost to the extension of protected areas.15

Undeniably, the inventions of biodiversity, sustainable development and 
green capitalism go a considerable way to explain recent developments in in-
ternational conservation. Arguably, the compatibility of parks and capitalism 
has an even longer prehistory in the intertwined histories of parks and nature 
consumption through tourism that already started with the designation of Yel-
lowstone as a ‘pleasuring ground’ for the American people. Still, the mechanics 
of capitalism alone hardly do justice to the multiplicity of actors, motivations 
and cultural orientations that were involved in park making over the past one 
and a half centuries. For the majority of these years the relationship between 
capitalism and conservation was marked by confl ict and accommodation 
rather than cooperation. Th e declensionist interpretation is right to empha-
size the unprecedented and measurable processes of environmental degrada-
tion and species loss during the twentieth century,16 as well as the degree to 
which industrialization and urbanization have been accompanied by changes 
in environmental attitudes, above all in Western societies. While these devel-
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opments cannot be overestimated as a motivation for nature protection, a sole 
focus on degradation falls short of explaining how and where conservation 
enclosures were established. Moreover, ‘degradation’ must be critically exam-
ined since in many instances, it was less a verifi able ecological reality than a 
rhetorical construct that served as a powerful tool to excise previous forms of 
land utilization and the presence of indigenous residents.17

Th e institutional approach is to be credited for the importance assigned to 
the actors, institutions and regimes of global environmental governance as the 
motors of park making worldwide. Pressure exerted by well-connected elite 
lobbyists such as the British Society for the Preservation of the (Wild) Fauna of 
the Empire (SPFE) were instrumental in framing ‘global environmental prob-
lems’ and instigating conservationist policies across empires and nation-states 
since 1900. So were ‘conservation entrepreneurs’ and the epistemic communi-
ties they formed, from the hunter-naturalists of the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth century to the ecologists and conservation biologists who followed 
them and whose activism and expertise formed part of the science-based ap-
proach of the United Nations Educational, Scientifi c and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO) and the IUCN aft er 1945.18 Th e epistemic community of preser-
vation (oft en also referred to as the ‘parks movement’) helped to bring parks 
on the agenda of international environmental diplomacy and trigger a series 
of regional and continental conventions that promoted parks as the foremost 
tool of preservation.19 However, the institutional approach, particularly in the 
guise of world polity, has shown little interest in analyzing the actual practice 
and performance of parks and suff ers from too homogenizing an assumption 
of their global diff usion. Parks are treated as part and parcel of an emerging 
world environmental regime that is largely Western in its origin, and there is 
little sensitivity for the political asymmetries, confl icting interactions and the 
contestations surrounding the adaptation of the park concept to diverse politi-
cal and cultural settings. 

Th is criticism equally pertains to the progressive reading championed by 
Roderick Nash. His interpretation overstates American exceptionalism and 
environmental leadership and operates fi rmly within a teleological paradigm 
of modernization:20 parks and the concomitant sensibilities towards the pres-
ervation of nature are wedded to the uniform march of Western civilization. 
His idea of an exchange of ‘wild nature’ between equals neglects the unequal 
power relations and responsibilities between ‘importers’ in the West and ‘ex-
porters’ in the developing world.21 It denies the value of non-Western sensibili-
ties towards nature and obscures signifi cant diff erences in the way parks were 
incorporated into non-Western societies. In Africa, Asia and Latin America 
the top-down imposition of parks made nature conservation for tourism an 
important instrument in policies of modernization and development, whereas 
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the social disruptions evoked by the establishment of parks oft en inhibited the 
very attitude of detached care that Nash postulated as a prerequisite of parks. 
Nonetheless, the notion of national parks as explicitly modern containers for 
packaging nature as a resource provides a thought-provoking basis for further 
refl ections on the peculiar territorial regimes of parks.

Th e global historical perspective proposed in this volume goes beyond the 
vague and agency-denying metaphors of diff usion or circulation of a seem-
ingly uniform concept. While acknowledging the dynamics of ‘virtualism’ and 
the world-making capacity of conceptual visions and virtual blueprints, it is 
sensitive to the adaptations, modifi cations and translations that accompanied 
the transfer of the concept from one cultural context to another, and to the 
political asymmetries in which these transfers were embedded.22 It is aware 
of the insights of recent globalization research that emphasizes the imbrica-
tion and mutual production of the ‘global’ and the ‘local’ and the interplay 
of deterritorialization and reterritorialization. A global historical perspective 
as we understand it is also sensitive to the fact that globalizing processes do 
not necessarily erase the national but remain essentially shaped, enacted and 
enabled on the scale of the nation-state.23 Emphasizing the local diversity and 
uniqueness of individual national parks cannot release global historians from 
identifying general principles, common forces and shared properties that 
made parks such an expedient tool of conservation around the world. What 
commended the national park as an almost universally applicable format for 
framing wild nature?

Civilizing Nature

Separating nature from everyday human use has been a long-established cul-
tural practice in human societies across the globe. In African societies, sacred 
groves not only were sites of spiritual and social importance to communities 
but also fulfi lled ecological functions such as the preservation of plants and 
wildlife. Forests set aside for the conservation of elephants (especially to use 
them in warfare) were known in India from the fourth and third centuries 
BC.24 Also the enclosure of nature for individual or social delectation has a 
long tradition in societies worldwide, the ancient game reserves of the Middle 
East and the feudal game parks or royal forests of the European tradition rep-
resenting only two examples out of many. Oft en these enclosures were un-
dertaken by the highest authority of the respective political entity, and there 
were undeniable continuities, for example, between the designation of ‘Crown 
Land’ in medieval and early modern Britain and the establishment of game 
reserves and national parks within the British Empire.25 When the Congress of 
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the United States offi  cially ‘set apart a certain Tract of Land near the headwa-
ters of the Yellowstone River as a public Park’ in March 1872, it was in many 
respects but a ‘novel twist on an old idea’.26 

Still, the creation of national parks in the decades before and aft er 1900 was 
eff ected by a sea-change in both the predominant attitudes towards nature and 
the related social practices. It is no coincidence that the fi rst national parks 
were established when national and imperial projects of colonization and ex-
ploration erased the remaining blanks on the physical and mental maps of 
Europeans and North Americans: the ‘unending frontier’ (John F. Richards) 
of wild nature as the opposite of human expansion and conquest drew to a 
close. Th ereaft er, wild nature could no longer be conceptualized as an unlim-
ited mental and practical resource beyond, but became a fi nite resource within 
the boundaries drawn by civilization. No matter for what purpose wild na-
ture came to be protected, its enclosure was employed not to exclude nature 
from civilization but rather to incorporate certain forms of valued nature into 
schemes of national or imperial development.

‘Civilizing nature’ is a fi tting metaphor to describe this function of parks, 
both in its suggestive transitive and intransitive meanings. Th e Oxford English 
Dictionary, for example, lists under ‘to civilize’ the entries ‘To bring (a person, 
place, group of people, etc.) to a stage of social development considered to 
be more advanced, esp. by bringing to conformity with the social norms of a 
developed society’; ‘to tame or domesticate’; ‘to conduct oneself in a manner 
appropriate to the norms of civilized society’ and ‘to subject to civil order, to 
subdue, pacify’.27 All of these semantic aspects appear in one form or another 
in the terminology of conservationists who demanded and justifi ed the es-
tablishment of parks in the language of civilization. A commentator of the 
New York Times, for example, hailed the Yellowstone National Park in 1872 
as a ‘place which we can proudly show to the benighted European as a proof 
of what nature – under a republican form of government – can accomplish in 
the great West’.28 Th ree decades later, the American wilderness sage John Muir 
opened his book on Our National Parks with the famous line, ‘Th ousands of 
tired, nerve-shaken, over-civilized people are beginning to fi nd out that going 
to the mountains is going home; that wildness is a necessity; and that moun-
tain parks and reservations are useful not only as fountains of timber and ir-
rigating rivers, but as fountains of life.’29 When in 1962, U.S. President John F. 
Kennedy hailed national parks as ‘places where we can fi nd release from the 
tensions of an increasingly industrialized civilization’, he not only proved a 
late disciple of Muir but rehearsed a by-then classic trope of the Western park 
movement.30 

Another dimension of parks’ civilizing nature is addressed by Canadian en-
tomologist Charles Gordon Hewitt, who claimed in 1921 that the mission of 
conservationists was ‘to prove that the advance of civilization into the more 
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remote sections of Canada does not imply the total destruction of the wild 
life, but that civilization in its true sense signifi es the elimination of the spirit 
of barbarism and the introduction of an enlightened attitude’.31 Advocates of 
national parks in Europe as well as within Europe’s colonial empires routinely 
couched their appeals in a language of national or imperial duty and an ob-
ligation arising out of one’s own civilized status. International conservation-
ists like the founding director of UNESCO, Julian Huxley, used it as a moral 
yardstick to remind the colonies recently released into independence that ‘in 
the modern world, a country without a national park can hardly be recognized 
as civilized’. Postcolonial leaders reciprocated this obligation, most famously 
perhaps in the Arusha Manifesto of Tanzania’s Prime Minister Julius Nyer-
ere in 1961.32 And as late as 2002, geographers Paul Jepson and Roger Whit-
taker, with a view to the impending degazetting of national parks in Indonesia, 
framed the preservation of nature in parks as a moral responsibility and part of 
the ‘international values to which civilised nations and societies aspire’.33 

Th ese assessments from various decades illustrate that parks and civilization 
were closely entwined, yet stood in a paradoxical and thoroughly ambivalent 
relationship. Although oft en inseparable in concrete historical situations, it is 
useful to distinguish at least four dimensions of civilizing nature. First, the no-
tion of civilizing nature draws attention to the fact that nature protection (and 
parks as its foremost instrument) became elements of an alternative vision 
of the future course of (Western) civilization. In the eyes of early nature con-
servationists, it had been exactly the ‘advance of civilization’ that necessitated 
the establishment of parks to preserve the last pieces of intact nature from 
economic spoliation. Th is established notion of civilization as human progress 
through growth-oriented development at the cost of nature was countered by 
a conservationist vision of civilization as an idealist endeavour that respected 
the aesthetic, ecological and social value of wild nature. Protecting and valuing 
nature in its raw, untransformed state became a property of being civilized. 

Second, understanding parks as a form of civilizing nature highlights the 
degree to which conservation became an integral part of ‘civilizing missions’ 
within nation-states and empires, but also through international or nongov-
ernmental organizations and postcolonial elites. In its propensity to export 
and universalize an essentially Western organization of social relationships 
with nature, the rhetoric of conservationists and park advocates shared many 
characteristics with other forms of civilizing missions that emanated from 
Western societies.34 Conservationist discourse operated through the asymmet-
rical counterconcepts of civilization vs. savagery that had organized Europe’s 
relationship with the colonial world. Th ese dichotomies helped to legitimize 
the conservationist agenda and territorial claims of imperial states, but they 
also justifi ed nongovernmental organizations’ participation in park making 
and global environmental governance. While nature protection was never un-
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contested or high on the imperial agenda, central governments used parks to 
excise land-use practices deemed as backward or wasteful, particularly in co-
lonial settings. Nomadic pastoralists were oft en victims of such policies, and 
parks complemented policies geared at rendering rural populations controlla-
ble or at forcing them onto the labour market. Park management also became 
a fi eld of scientifi c governance in which understandings of nature in terms 
of ecosystems, keystone species or biodiversity marginalized alternative read-
ings of the same landscape. Conservation as a civilizing project assured the 
ongoing political infl uence of the former imperial powers in the decolonizing 
world: the apparatus of conservation and park management remained oft en 
dominated by expatriate scientifi c experts and advisors, while fi nancing con-
servation was taken over by Western donor agencies and NGOs. However, it 
needs emphasis that conservation as a civilizing mission was never just a one-
way imposition. Several essays in this volume show that conservation was also 
a self-civilizing mission that refl ected back upon environmentally detrimental 
practices in colony and metropole. And even more signifi cantly, local actors 
as well as state authorities in non-Western societies adopted and appropriated 
conservation’s language and practices to criticize conservationist policies, to 
get access to political and fi nancial resources, but also because they came to 
share its mission and values.

Th ird, civilizing nature includes the expectation of conservationists that the 
encounter with wild nature itself exerted a civilizing infl uence. National parks 
became the sites where urbanized and industrialized societies should relax and 
fi nd recourse to wild nature as an antidote to ‘overcivilization’ and taxing mod-
ern lifestyles. Th e aesthetic qualities of the nature preserved in national parks, 
as well as the embodied or visual practices of consuming nature in a park, ful-
fi lled a recreational function that only attained importance with the advent of 
wage labour and leisure as a mass phenomenon in modern, capitalist societies. 
But parks should do more than cater for recreation. Th ey were sites of learning 
and education that provided visitors not only with knowledge about the nature 
in the park through signs and visitor centres. Even more important was the 
education of sentiment through respect and awe in the presence of wonders 
that have existed before and independent from human ingenuity – a benign 
purpose that could gain an exclusive, elitist and oft en racist edge in colonial 
settings. Civilizing nature in this third sense thus throws up the fundamental 
question of what role parks played in the shaping of social attitudes towards 
nature and conservation, or the making of what has been termed ‘environmen-
tality’ – ‘the knowledges, politics, institutions, and subjectivities that come to 
be linked together with the emergence of the environment as a domain that 
requires regulation and protection’.35

Finally, as much as nature should civilize, parks must also be regarded as 
the institutionalized form of civilizing nature in the sense of ‘disciplining’ na-
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ture and assigning it its controllable and consumable place in modern societ-
ies. Th is last aspect of civilizing nature draws attention to the technologies of 
statehood and science employed in the making of parks: the map, the expedi-
tion, the fi eldwork, the research station, but also law making, bureaucracy and 
armed surveillance. Furthermore, park establishment necessarily involved the 
designation, classifi cation and allocation of space, in other words, the territo-
rialization of nature.

Territorializing Nature

Th e worldwide spread of the national park makes a powerful case for the glo-
balization of territorialized and nationalized space. As historians have pointed 
out, globalizing processes in the past did by no means result in the erosion of 
space, territoriality and the ‘national’, but oft en produced new regimes and 
constellations of territorially bounded space that went hand in hand with na-
tionalist ambitions.36 Th e historian Charles S. Maier even proposed to acknowl-
edge territoriality as the defi ning principle of the century between roughly 
1860 and 1970, which he consequently classifi ed as the ‘Age of Territoriality’.37 
Following Maier, territoriality, understood as the fi rst and foremost political 
resource derived from the control of bounded space, is not a timeless property 
of space but a principle of spatial organization that itself has a history: ter-
ritoriality experienced a worldwide rise in the second half of the nineteenth 
century when multiple powers (political as well as economic) scrambled for 
the remaining uncharted regions on a fi nite globe. Territoriality involved the 
enclosure, mapping, survey and control of space ‘not just as an acquisition or 
as a security buff er but as a decisive means of power and rule’.38

Although Maier catalogues the principles of territoriality with little recourse 
to natural spaces, the geopolitical strategies and rewards of territorial control, 
the practices of mapping and ordering, the importance of the idea of fi nite 
space and the territorial merging of power and knowledge make plausible why 
national parks were so attractive and oft en so contested.39 Territoriality was 
the mindset of the era of foreseeably limited space on earth, in which formerly 
‘boundless nature’ was perceived as a fi nite resource and contained in defi ned 
spaces. Understanding national parks as the key instrument of territorializing 
nature draws attention to the political, social and cultural prerequisites essen-
tial to their spread. Th ey are unthinkable without the existence of a centralized 
state with the capacity or at least the determination to rationalize, order and 
control its territory. Th ey were a product of the rational procedures that char-
acterized modern governmental bureaucracies and administrative infrastruc-
tures. Although the nationalization of nature was by no means characteristic 
of every national park, the rise of the nation as the prime social entity to com-
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mand allegiance and legitimize political and social action proved a great spur 
for park making. Infusing physical terrain with national meaning helped to 
‘naturalize’ the nation and promote notions of a peculiar rootedness of nations 
in their landscape.

Maier has identifi ed the 1960s as the period in which the demise of ter-
ritoriality began. However, the meteoric rise of protected areas over the last 
few decades casts doubt on this claim and suggests a diff erentiated interpreta-
tion. Networks did not displace territoriality, as Maier proposes. Rather, they 
were instrumental in its reconfi guration. Th e 1960s appear not as a decade of 
disintegrating territoriality but as the beginning of a transformative period in 
which territorial structures were rearranged and rescaled in a variety of ways. 
Aft er decolonization, national elites and conservationists appropriated a global 
blueprint to strengthen authority on a national scale, while trans- and supra-
national conservationist institutions also worked through the instruments and 
mechanisms of the nation-state. Th is transformation of imperial structures 
and networks into inter- and transnational ones did not result in a weakening 
of territoriality on a national level. Postcolonial states in the global South ap-
propriated the economic and coercive potential of national parks, while inter-
national organizations and transnational NGOs continued to promote ‘civility’ 
as a property to be realized from parks. More importantly, they strengthened 
their maintenance through external funding and expertise. 

However, both the legitimacy and adequacy of territorialized ‘fortress con-
servation’ through central state agencies have been challenged by at least three 
developments, each of which involved diff erent sets of actors and forms of 
governance in the emerging politics of sustainable development. First, in a 
variety of cases, rigidly bounded parks proved incapable of providing adequate 
protection, which contributed to the displacement of natural equilibrium the-
ories by more dynamic conceptualizations of ecosystems and impressed the 
need for more fl exible management practices upon park managers. Second, 
conservationists’ frustration with the oft en poor performance of states in ad-
equately managing and funding protected areas has fuelled hopes that corpo-
rate capitalism and market mechanisms could serve as a panacea against the 
failure, unwillingness or incapacity of states in matters of nature conserva-
tion. Th is neoliberal turn in conservation resulted in the strengthening of the 
private sector in protected area management. Th ird, the forced removal and 
economic displacement of original residents – the regular accompaniment 
and dark underside of park making in the global South40 – uprooted estab-
lished human relations with the land, evoked tensions over access and use, 
and signifi cantly diminished the local acceptance and thus the performance 
of parks. Grassroots initiatives emerged to protest against their exclusion from 
parks and demanded local autonomy, or at least benefi t sharing and partici-
pation in decision-making processes concerning the park.41 Starting with the 
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Arctic Peoples Conference in Copenhagen in 1973 indigenous groups aff ected 
by park making themselves forged transnational coalitions and contested the 
territoriality of parks from below.42 All these developments did not erase but 
transform territoriality. Similarly, they weakened the role of the state and in-
creased the number of actors participating in the multilevel yet still territori-
ally based global conservation regime we presently witness.43

Categorizing Nature

It has been one of the core insights of recent analyses of cultural transfers that 
translation, transformation and reinterpretation are keys for the success of 
travelling concepts. Th e national park is a prime example for a globally mo-
bilized environmental concept that originated in Western ideological and in-
stitutional contexts to be transferred to other places, experiencing a variety 
of transformations, adaptations and contestations in the process.44 Nothing 
testifi es more to its successful mobilization than countless frustrated eff orts at 
its standardization, including the desperate attempt of Swiss conservationist 
Jean Baer in 1949 to introduce a systematic Latin nomenclature in which the 
enigmatic national park would feature, for example, as territorium reservatum 
conservandi aut delectandi causa.45 From the 1960s onwards, the IUCN devel-
oped an ever-more-refi ned and totalizing system of categories for protected 
areas (see Table 0.1 for the latest version of the IUCN classifi cation system 
from 2008). Within this system national parks became relegated to Category 
II, consisting by defi nition of ‘large natural or near natural areas set aside to 
protect large-scale ecological processes, along with the complement of species 
and ecosystems characteristic of the area, which also provide a foundation for 
environmentally and culturally compatible spiritual, scientifi c, educational, 
recreational and visitor opportunities.’46 Designed to overcome national pecu-
liarities, the IUCN scheme actually created further confusion, as areas with the 
national denomination of a ‘national park’ became distributed over all IUCN 
categories (see Table 0.2), whereas areas that met the criteria were included in 
Category II although they do not bear the name ‘national park’ (see Table 0.3). 
As the organization has few instruments to enforce its categories, the reform 
still stands to prove if it can enhance the concept’s worldwide coherence and 
further a universally shared meaning of the national park, or if it will ultimately 
reduce its transnational purchase and just add to conceptual confusion.47

When the term ‘national park’ was fi rst used in the United States in the 
1870s, its meaning was fuzzy and therefore open to change and appropria-
tion. Although broadly used to denote Yellowstone, the term did not appear 
in federal legislation in 1872, but only three years later when Mackinac Island 
was set aside ‘as a national park’. Later on, this designation was regarded hardly 
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suitable for the small island in Lake Huron, and the title was removed in 1895. 
Th e fi rst American protected area that was named a ‘national park’ in legisla-
tion and kept this designation to the present was Mount Rainier in 1899. In 
the twentieth century, extensive discussions about the proper use of the term 
accompanied the approval or rejection of new parks and thereby continuously 
shift ed the common meaning of the U.S. national park.51 

Th e globalization of the term further complicated its meaning.52 While 
‘national park’ became a kind of global brand long before Coca-Cola or Mc-
Donald’s, there was no international institution or legal framework regulat-
ing its use. A bewildering variety of nature protection schemes adopted the 
label within a few decades, so that a need for an international defi nition of 
the national park was increasingly felt. In 1933, the third conference held by 

Table 0.1. IUCN Protected Area Management Categories (2008).48 
Category Ia  Strict nature reserve
Category Ib Wilderness area
Category II National park
Category III  Natural monument or feature
Category IV  Habitat/species management area
Category V Protected landscape/seascape
Category VI  Protected area with sustainable use of natural resources

Table 0.2. Examples of ‘national parks’ in the various IUCN categories. 49

IUCN 
Category Name Location Size (ha) Date
Ia Swiss National Park Switzerland 16,887 1914
Ib Nanda Devi National Park India 62,460 1982
II Guanecaste National Park Costa Rica 32,512 1991
III Yozgat Camligi National Park Turkey 264 1988
IV Pallas Ounastunturi National Park Finland 49,600 1938
V Snowdonia National Park Wales, UK 214,200 1954
VI Expedition National Park Australia 2,930 1994

Table 0.3. Examples of IUCN Category II ‘national parks’ with diff erent 
national designations.50

National Designation Name Location Size (ha) Date
Provincial nature reserve De Hoop  South Africa 32,160 1956
State park Denali  United States 130,845 1970
National wildlife special 
 protected area Utonaiko  Japan 510 1982
Heritage river  Genoa River Australia 1,300 1992
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the European colonial powers on the preservation of the fl ora and fauna on 
the African continent in London agreed upon a defi nition that emphasized 
control by the highest legislative authority and the area’s double purpose. Parks 
were to be set aside for ‘the propagation, protection and preservation of wild 
animal life and wild vegetation and for the preservation of objects of aesthetic, 
geological, prehistoric, historical, archaeological, or other scientifi c interest for 
the benefi t, advantage, and enjoyment of the general public’. If a concern with 
wildlife was pivotal in the case of Africa, an American ‘Convention on Na-
ture Protection and Wild Life Preservation in the Western Hemisphere’ signed 
by twelve states from Latin and North America in Washington, DC, in 1940 
echoed the monumentalism of Yellowstone and Yosemite. It assigned to na-
tional parks the ‘protection and preservation of superlative scenery’ and of 
‘fl ora and fauna of national signifi cance’. 

Th e cofounder of the Swiss National Park, Carl Schröter, presumed in 1924 
that the term was so widely used because of its rhetorical suggestiveness. Th ree 
elements associated with the concept were particularly appealing to propo-
nents of national parks worldwide. First, in an age of rampant nationalism 
and nation building in full swing, the ‘national’ was an attractive tag to bestow 
relevance upon any cause. Framing a landscape as meaningful to the nation 
was a means to approach governments for funding and protection, mobilize 
shame and fears of national backwardness, bid for public appreciation and 
raise patriotic sentiments. Second, the ‘park’ label associated the respective 
landscapes with public accessibility and recreation. Finally, the association of 
the term with the United States gave the conservationist agenda a peculiarly 
modern image.

But all these elements served as reasons to reject the term as well. Th e prefi x 
‘national’ was hardly applicable to all political settings. In subnational contexts 
as well as within the framework of empires, the national denomination could 
be a contested issue.53 Th en there were many instances where the reference to 
the United States turned out to be double edged: While for some, the United 
States served as a model of how an advanced industrial society managed to 
domesticate the dynamic of capitalist exploitation and integrate the preserva-
tion of nature into its idea of progress, others rejected the national park label 
as an alien import and signifi er of American materialism, capitalism or impe-
rialism. Finally, the term ‘park’ was criticized for not appropriately describing 
what were held to be essentially ‘wild spaces’. Th e governor of Tanganyika, 
for example, regretted in the late 1930s that the term ‘has become accepted 
currency’ for he deemed it not ‘particularly suitable to describe the area to be 
protected on account of its suggestion of artifi ciality’. And discussing the appli-
cability of the park concept to conservation in Britain aft er the Second World 
War, one conservationist associated with the word ‘park’ ‘an artifi cially laid out 
and maintained piece of land or a site for assembling vehicles, for example, ar-
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tillery or automobiles’. However, he regarded it ‘useless at this late date to think 
of changing it, especially as an alternative, short of coining a new word, would 
be diffi  cult, if not impossible, to suggest’.54 

Defi ning and categorizing to render the world legible and governable has 
been a standard feature of institutions operating through bureaucratic ratio-
nality.55 Such categories not only represented the world in a specifi c way but 
also constructed it by generating universal standards. Th e clarity and com-
parability provided by such instruments came at a price. On the one hand, 
categorizations created their own incentive structures, inviting superfi cial 
compliance rather than eff ective preservation. On the other hand, categoriza-
tions hardly captured the complexity of the phenomenon at hand and created 
their own blind spots. For decades, this was the case with the social aspects of 
parks and their impact on local livelihoods.56 

Th is brief problematization of the national park category has pertained only 
to the defi nitions and meanings ascribed to it by ‘parks people’ and offi  cial 
documents. Tourists, scientists, wardens, displaced residents, shopkeepers or 
hoteliers inscribed a multiplicity of further meanings into parks. Th e oscillat-
ing character of the category as well as the politics of categorization has impor-
tant ramifi cations for an analysis of the global proliferation of national parks. 
Any past or present defi nition of the national park would be inappropriate 
for guiding research. On the contrary, attempts to internationally classify and 
standardize national parks must be part of a global history analysis. If national 
parks have been fl uid in their meanings and subject to intercultural transla-
tion and adaptation, then historians must follow the label through time and 
space and include all kinds of areas that have, for various reasons, been dubbed 
‘national park’, regardless of their present categorization by IUCN. Th is does 
not mean to neglect that some concepts were of higher importance for the 
development of the national park idea than others. However, a global history 
of the national park must not lose sight of alternative developments, routes not 
taken and transfers denied or modifi ed to a degree that the original blueprint 
is hardly discernible anymore. Th erefore, also places where the term national 
park was rejected or dropped have been included in this volume.

National Parks between Imperialism, 
Internationalism and Nationalism

Imperialism, internationalism and nationalism all provided frameworks and 
opportunity structures for the global transfer and local appropriation of the 
national park idea. Empire, internationalism and nation are, therefore, the 
categories that structure our investigations into the global history of national 
parks, and this volume is accordingly organized into three sections entitled 
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Parks and Empires, Organizations and Networks, and Nations and Natures. 
Th e case studies in the fi rst part, Parks and Empires, examine how national 
parks were established in ‘frontier’ settings and resulted from imperial en-
counters with wild nature. Th ey analyze the varying ways nature was made 
meaningful in the form of national parks to white European settler communi-
ties not only in the United States but all over the globe. Imperialism, the case 
studies show, enabled hunters, conservationists, naturalists and nature lovers 
– oft en in transimperial dialogue and exchange – to frame the setting aside of 
wild nature as part of Europe’s civilizing mission. 

Karen Jones deals with Yosemite and Yellowstone as the fi rst protected ar-
eas established as national parks in the United States in the 1860s and 1870s. 
Her contribution decentres the received interpretation of national parks as a 
genuinely American ‘invention’ by situating them in a larger history of Euro-
American colonial expansionism and transatlantic debates on nature, nation 
and identity. Th is partial revision of American exceptionalism notwithstand-
ing, Jones rejects allegations that “the United States provided no model for 
global diff usion of the idea”57 by emphasizing both the eminent exportability 
of the general principles enshrined in US-American national parks, as well as 
the powerful allure ‘Yellowstone’ exerted as a mythical point of reference in 
conservationist discourse abroad. 

Th e second chapter of the section by Melissa Harper and Richard White 
continues the theme of Yellowstone’s impact upon conservationist discourse 
and practice abroad. However, the authors question and qualify its ‘model’ 
character by emphasizing both the varied experiences with nature and wilder-
ness in the ‘Greater Britain’ of the English-speaking settler societies as well as 
the importance of alternative concepts and examples provided by the inter-
national concern over nature protection in the decades around 1900. While 
at fi rst glance there seems to be a common thread in the ways ‘nature’ was 
implemented into the national understandings of the English-speaking settler 
societies, a careful comparison of the siting of parks in Canada, New Zealand 
and Australia unveils the enormous diff erences with respect to the purposes 
of ‘national parks’, the treatment of indigenous populations and the traditions 
of spatial conservation and land use that proved infl uential in the designation 
of national parks.

Caroline Ford’s contribution challenges diff usionist assumptions of a Yel-
lowstone model from another vantage point as she charts the establishment of 
protected areas in France and her overseas possessions. Ford’s analysis reveals 
a remarkable fl uidity of conservation concepts, oscillating broadly between 
conservation and preservation. She shows how name, nature and purpose of 
protected areas in the French colonies were negotiated in a complex constel-
lation of factors, including the presence or absence of a French settler popula-
tion, local resistance and the degree to which state authorities and scientifi c, 
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conservationist and tourist institutions and advocacy groups managed to bring 
their ideas about landscape protection to bear. Th e only ‘national parks’ in the 
French colonial empire were established in Algeria, where the preservation of 
the colony’s depleted forests was of ‘national’ signifi cance because they served 
as imperial mnemotopes that harked back to a golden past of natural plenty in 
North Africa during Roman times. In other parts of the empire national parks 
were rejected as concerned with the spectacular and tourism. Instead, so-called 
réserves naturelles intégrales, or strict nature reserves, were established, which 
served scientifi c and biological interests to the exclusion of human access and 
became the French contribution to international conservation legislation. 

Existing analyses of game preservation in Africa and forest conservation 
in India have established the role of the British Empire as a key promoter of 
globalized environmental governance. Jeyamalar Kathiritamby-Wells’s essay 
on the history of Malaysia’s Taman Negara Park shows that British imperial 
environmentalism was not only more pervasive still but was itself part of trans-
imperial processes of exchange and competition in colonial Asia. Established 
as King George V National Park in 1939 aft er years of eff ective lobbying by big 
game hunters and conservationist organizations, the park was renamed Ta-
man Negara aft er independence and transformed from an imperial imposition 
into an emblem of postcolonial Malaysia. In a society marked by discrimina-
tory land rights and nuanced curbs on political expression, the management 
of Taman Negara as a public space theoretically accessible to all citizens be-
came an important vehicle for the country’s growing middle class’s claims on 
government accountability, environmental stewardship and political partici-
pation. Th e fate of the Batek hunter-gatherers is, however, a case in point for 
the structural legacies of imperial conservation. Th e fact that the Batek were 
allowed to remain in the park only as long as their lifestyle remained low im-
pact, ‘primitive’ and ‘authentic’ shows that the dichotomies about ‘civilized’ 
and ‘natural’ produced in colonial times continued to motivate park manage-
ment aft er independence. 

Bernhard Gissibl’s concluding chapter of the fi rst section focuses on the en-
tanglements of game conservation between East Africa and Germany. German 
colonial rule not only was instrumental in laying the foundation of Tanzania’s 
environmental conservation complex before the First World War but also left  a 
deep imprint on German conservationist thinking by confl ating space, species 
and identity in a political geography of the characteristic animal. Th e ideology 
of a wilderness essentially animated by the presence of large, ‘primeval’ game 
not only motivated the top-down imposition of game reserves in the East 
African colony, but also resulted in a quest to render the German landscape 
primeval through the reintroduction of its ‘original’ big game. Th e projection 
of a racialized, masculine national identity onto the bodies of ‘characteristic’ 
species linked the spatialities of conservation in Germany’s African colonies 
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with conservation at Germany’s Eastern frontier in both World Wars and the 
reestablishment of a primeval fauna that inspired the creation of the country’s 
fi rst national park in the Bavarian Forest in 1970.

Th e contributions gathered in the section Organizations and Networks in-
vestigate how trans- and international movements, networks and organiza-
tions adopted and adapted the concept of the national park for multiple social 
and political motifs. Th roughout the twentieth century Western conservation-
ists worked hard to turn the national park into a universal conservation tool, 
and the forging of transnational structures for nature conservation had rami-
fi cations far beyond the stated goal of organized nature protection. INGOs 
as well as NGOs at times assumed parastatal functions in the governance of 
national parks, which became a laboratory for ecological and social experi-
ments on various scales. Th e universalism of conservation provided a lever 
not only to shift , but also to affi  rm, and oft en to replace, existing global power 
relations, while the transfer and application of Western science and technol-
ogy to park management in colonial and postcolonial settings reshaped the 
meanings of nature. Networking across borders remained, however, no privi-
lege of conservationists and scientists. Also indigenous communities aff ected 
by the establishment of parks formed transnational alliances and adopted the 
language of human rights to resist and modify the structures of supranational 
environmental governance. 

Th e section is opened by Patrick Kupper who investigates how the national 
park idea was decisively transformed by its transfer into the cultural landscapes 
of Europe at the beginning of the twentieth century. His chapter highlights the 
establishment of the Swiss National Park, the most prominent case of early 
European park building. Promoting the park as a laboratory for ecological sci-
ences, the Swiss park deviated signifi cantly from the American model with 
its emphasis on tourist recreation. Kupper also questions the importance of 
Yellowstone as an international model by tracing the signifi cant role of the 
Swiss park as the bedrock of early attempts to establish a global network of 
protected areas. Arguably, conservationists in many countries were fi rst famil-
iarized with the national park concept through the relentless propaganda for 
Weltnaturschutz by the Swiss conservation entrepreneur Paul Sarasin before 
the First World War. 

Anna-Katharina Wöbse takes up from where Sarasin left  to delineate the 
importance of international organizations like the League of Nations and the 
United Nations as norm- and agenda-setting institutions for the preservation 
of nature worldwide. As early as the 1920s, the League of Nations embraced the 
concept of national parks as an appropriate ‘container’ and institution for the 
preservation of nature threatened with destruction. Wöbse demonstrates how 
a small network of white male Western scientists and lobbyists adopted the 
universalist language of a ‘common world heritage’ to enforce the claim to the 
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global spread and institutionalization of national parks. Th ese eff orts culmi-
nated in the UNESCO World Heritage Convention in 1972, which promoted 
an approach that clearly separated nature from culture and postulated collec-
tive human ownership of the nature protected in individual national parks.

Brad Martin investigates the contested power relations behind the benign 
label of global nature conservation. His essay attends to the clash of globally 
endorsed ideas of wilderness preservation and local traditions. Th e ongoing 
struggles between American and Canadian park planners and indigenous 
populations in arctic and subarctic regions unfolded in the Yukon-Alaska bor-
derlands in the 1960s and 1970s when large areas were set aside for national 
parks without adequate participation of aff ected communities. As indigenous 
populations contested the boundaries of the planned parks and the ensuing 
restrictions imposed on their livelihoods, they formed networks that gained 
increasing strength and infl uence on determining the design and the use of 
the prospective parks. Th us, Martin’s contribution reveals how the formation 
of a transnational indigenous movement was able to discredit the original ap-
proach of the national park as empty space devoid of humans in favour of 
more participatory concepts of national park management sensitive to local 
traditions and cultures.

Etienne Benson concludes the section, showing that the global spread of 
the national park not only consisted of the transfer of ideas and concepts but 
of conservationist practices, too. His chapter uses the science and technology 
of wildlife management in national parks to explore how changes in conser-
vationists’ scientifi c practices fundamentally shaped the management, terri-
tory and control of wild nature since the 1960s and 1970s. Benson investigates 
the appropriation of remote-sensing technologies developed at the peak of the 
Cold War in the 1960s by conservation biologists and follows a small academic 
network of wildlife scientists who applied radio tracking technology to grizzly 
bears in Yellowstone and later to tigers in the Nepalese Chitwan National Park. 
While it can be argued that the devices for disciplining nature were exported 
successfully from the United States to other regions of the world, Benson re-
veals that scientifi c and technological management strategies neither went un-
contested, nor did they entail the straightforward ‘modernization’ of wildlife 
management. Park managers in Yellowstone objected to radio-collaring in the 
late 1960s as a visible violation of wilderness aesthetics. Th ey also feared that 
the new systematic data on animal territoriality might jeopardize the indepen-
dent management of the park. In Chitwan, the radio tracking of tigers proved 
instrumental in the signifi cant extension of the park while incorporating key 
elements of local aristocratic traditions of tiger hunting. Th e chapter thus il-
lustrates how a Western practice of park management was culturally adapted 
and localized. It also introduces animals as infl uential agents in the transi-
tion of national parks from spatially bounded wilderness towards an ecosys-
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tem whose boundaries were determined scientifi cally through examining the 
functional relations of its parts. 

Th e third part of the book, Nations and Natures, explores the close asso-
ciation of national parks with notions of territoriality and processes of nation 
building throughout the twentieth century. Th e contributions highlight the 
expediency of the national park idea for diff erent political and socioeconomic 
regimes. Th ey show, from an environmental history perspective, that global-
ized environmentalism and international environmental regimes did anything 
but weaken the governing capacities of the nation-state. Tracing the transfer of 
national parks to the latest wave of nation-building processes in Europe aft er 
1990, the volume also questions some received assumptions of current glo-
balization studies and reveals the ongoing importance of territoriality and the 
enduring allure of nationalized nature well into the twenty-fi rst century.

Emily Wakild focuses on revolutionary Mexico under the presidency of 
Lázaro Cárdenas in the second half of the 1930s to show how national parks 
became a core expression of the governments’ agenda of social reform, national 
integration and regeneration of natural resources. Altogether forty national 
parks were created on Mexican territory trying to serve the aims of making 
nature accessible to the people and conserving forests for rational exploitation. 
Th e chapter highlights the role of scientifi c foresters as a driving force behind 
the national park agenda, which proved astonishingly successful in reconciling 
multiple use and encouraging local support, although confl icts arising from 
the competing claims of urban regeneration, scientifi c forest management and 
land use by local communities were by no means missing. Stressing the degree 
to which an internationally recognized model of conservation served to foster 
local participation at the same time it federalised natural resources, Wakild 
makes a powerful case for the political versatility of an internationally rec-
ognized blueprint for conservation. Th e Mexicanized version of the national 
park, she argues, “etched a radical and inclusive meaning into the international 
concept”.

Th e essay by Henny van der Windt pursues the transfer of the national park 
concept into one of the most densely populated countries in the world, the 
Netherlands. From the outset the small state territory disallowed the usual 
notions of wilderness as a value for preserving nature in parks. Instead, van 
der Windt contends, programmes of preserving cultural landscapes reigned 
supreme, introducing a completely diff erent idea of nature and nature man-
agement compared to the park idea as it evolved in the United States. Many 
conservation projects were privately initiated, resisted the emphasis on the 
nation, and discarded any notion of pristine nature. Balancing the interests 
of humans and nature was an essential feature of the Netherlands’ parks and 
shows how institutions that allowed for political participation spawned an 
understanding of ‘nature’ markedly diff erent to the politics of conservation 
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exposed by European colonial powers – including the Netherlands – in their 
overseas empires. 

Th e contribution by Michael Lewis focuses on the creation of national 
parks, tiger reserves and biosphere reserves in postcolonial India in the 1970s. 
He confronts the offi  cial Indian rhetoric of a Th ird World, anticolonial conser-
vationism sensitive to issues of social justice with the actual performance of 
the protected areas that were established as a response to the promotion of na-
tional parks and biosphere reserves by a series of international environmental 
conferences since the early 1960s. Th is science-based assortment of protected 
areas as off ered by the IUCN extended earlier Indian and British imperial tra-
ditions of conservation. As Lewis shows, it was impressive in numbers, but 
comparatively poor in performance. Th e Indian reception of the Man and 
Biosphere programme of the UNESCO resulted in the creation of fourteen 
biosphere reserves, which remained, however, merely a further title without 
concrete management consequences. Th ey were marked by insuffi  cient imple-
mentation and oft en exerted a detrimental impact upon local livelihoods. A 
similar ambivalence characterized India’s Project Tiger, initiated in 1973. Th e 
programme was met with international acclaim and elevated the tiger into the 
rank of an emotionally integrating symbol of the Indian nation, but privileged 
tigers over the livelihoods of the poor. Th erefore, Lewis qualifi es the conser-
vationist policies of India as those of an uncertain state honestly committed to 
both conservation and relief of rural poverty, yet unable to translate this com-
mitment into viable politics. 

Finally, Carolin Firouzeh Roeder takes the example of the Julian Alps to 
demonstrate how nature conservation has continuously been reinterpreted and 
symbolically harnessed to diff erent political systems throughout the twentieth 

century. From the times of the Habsburg Empire the idea of a national park 
developed both a surprising persistence and adaptive ability to survive impe-
rial dissolution, two world wars, and multiple political upheavals and border 
changes. Imperial and national politics of conservation became repeatedly 
enmeshed with transnational transfers of concepts and ideas, which became 
encapsulated in today’s Slovenian Triglav National Park. Today, the Triglav 
mountain provides not only a mental habitat for a new nationalist identity 
but also a powerful ethnoscape by which Slovenia, like other postsocialist so-
cieties, claims its belonging to Europe as a community of shared values that 
include nature conservation. 

In her epilogue Jane Carruthers addresses the challenges and the potentials 
that a global history perspective poses to the environmental historiography 
of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Th e history of the national park, 
she argues, by its very ‘nature’ transgresses the traditional focal point of the 
nation-state, demanding emphasis on international networks and transna-
tional nature protection schemes. A global history approach also questions 
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long-standing concepts and values of a ‘universal’, timeless and ubiquitous 
nature dear to environmentalists and environmental historians alike. Finally, 
a global historical perspective points to the diverse scales of ‘global’ environ-
mentalist structures as they intersect with local networks and form the ‘web 
of globalization’. Th us Carruthers corroborates the central idea of this volume, 
that the history of national parks and their agency in ‘civilizing nature’ off ers 
a distinguished approach to scrutinize the structures of global environmental 
governance as they have emerged in the twentieth century, particularly since 
the 1970s.
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